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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The level of politicisation of the environment has been low in

the UK. Environmental concerns, although becoming increas-

ingly prominent in public discourses, are always outweighed by

concerns over economic growth or other materialist matters

such as immigration (Carter, 2015; Hobolt, 2016; Pogorelis,

Maddens, Swenden, & Fabre, 2005; Spoon, 2009). Apart from

the poor environmental1 record of British politics, insufficient

media attention to environmental issues and concerns during

political events such as elections is also part of this tradition

(Boykoff et al., 2018; Brandenburg, 2006; Schmidt,

Ivanova, & Schafer, 2013). Over the recent decade, however,

the world has witnessed a growing tendency for social actors to

express their environmental concerns and demands on social

media platforms. The blossoming of social media communica-

tion complicates the state of environmental communication

and prompts a question � what is the capacity of social media

for helping promote environmental concerns in public

1By ‘environment’ we mean the natural world where humans, animals
and plants live.
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discourses and increase the level of politicisation of environ-
mental issues in the UK?

This question is underexplored in the existing literature on
environmental politics and social media communication. Most
environment politics studies focus on examining the state of
environmental issues in government policies, the manifestos of
political parties and political debates as well as the development
of the Green Party, environmental groups and organisations (see
for example Brandenburg, 2006; Carter, 2007; Carter, 2015;
Carter, Ladrech, Little, & Tsagkroni, 2017; O’Riordan &
Jordan, 1995; Rüdig & Lowe, 1986; Spoon, 2009).

Studies of environmental communication on social media
tend to explore the way social media is used by ordinary
users during particular situations such as disasters or environ-
mental campaigns, the social media strategies of particular
social actors such as the Green Party or Environmental Non-
government Groups (ENGOs), or social media discourses on
specific environmental topics such as disasters, climate change
and environmental movements or campaigns (see for example
Autry & Kelly, 2012; Binder, 2012; Hutchins, 2016; Kireyev,
Palen, & Anderson, 2009; Li et al., 2016; Takahashi,
Tandoc, & Carmichael, 2015).

While existing studies seldom combine the foci of these two
fields of research, scarce scholarly attention has been paid to
social media discussions on environmental issues in relation
to political events such as elections or referenda and their impli-
cations for environmental politics. The study of this topic,
nevertheless, can offer something important. It sheds light on
the role of social media in shaping environmental politics. It
offers a prism to inspect the level of politicisation of environ-
mental issues in these discussions and in related social contexts.

The book addresses the above-mentioned underexamined
question through an inductive exploration of Twitter dis-
courses and networks about environmental considerations in
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the discussions about the UK’s European Union (EU) referen-
dum in 2016 and its aftermath. In the referendum, British
voters voted to leave the EU by a narrow margin of Leave
51.9% versus Remain 48.1%. This outcome shocked the
world; and it is producing profound impacts on Britain,
Europe and the world. The environment, which is an import-
ant aspect of contemporary politics (Carter, 2007), is particu-
larly prominent in the relationship between the UK and the
EU. The role of the EU in establishing environmental stan-
dards as an institutional regulator for its member countries
has increased public acceptance of European integration
(Carrubba & Timpone, 2005; Hix & Marsh, 2007;
Hooghe & Marks, 1997; Prosser, 2016). The UK’s member-
ship of the EU has led to the integration of domestic and EU
environmental policy in the UK (Lowe & Ward, 1998). Given
that environmental issues have been a pivotal justification for
the UK’s EU membership, if the environment was prioritised
over other materialist issues such as the economy and migra-
tion in the referendum campaign and in the minds of voters
when they were considering their votes, environmental aspects
should have been crucial for the referendum. In spite of their
importance, during the referendum campaign, environmental
issues were largely missing in the coverage of traditional
media, in political debates and in the considerations of voters
in the UK (Deacon, Downey, Harmer, Stanyer, & Wring,
2016; Hobolt, 2016).

Twitter, one of the most successful social networking sites,
offered an alternative media platform for discussing specific
topics during the referendum campaign. On Twitter, users
can send one-to-one and one-to-many short2 messages to
their followers and receive messages from the ones they

2During the study period, the word limit of Twitter was 140 characters.
However, it increased to 280 characters in 2017.
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follow. They have the freedom to choose who they want to
follow and establish their own circles through following,
retweeting and other interactions. A number of interesting
questions arise for this study: What discourses were con-
structed in tweets on the environmental aspects of the referen-
dum? How were users connected to one another in this
environmental communication? What social actors greatly
influenced the discourses and networks and how? What do
the discourses, networks and the roles played by social actors
suggest about environmental politics on Twitter and in the
UK? The answers to these questions contribute to our under-
standing of social media communication as well as environ-
mental politics.

The study reported here draws on a computational dis-
course and network analysis of 112,298 related tweets col-
lected in real time and archived by using the Twitter
Streaming Application Programming Interface (API) between
24 May and 23 July 2016. The data include the tweets that
were open to the public and contained any of the seven hash-
tags, i.e. ‘#Referendum’, ‘#VoteLeave’, ‘#VoteIn’, ‘#EUref’,
‘#VoteOut’, ‘#VoteStay’ and ‘#Brexit’ within the two months
surrounding the referendum. We consider that the use of
hashtags in tweets indicates a strong intention on the part of
users to link their tweets to the topic of the referendum, and
therefore, these tweets are most relevant to the studied topic.
A total of 31,667,587 tweets were stored in the general data-
set. We then followed the literature on environmental dis-
courses and used the following keywords to filter the general
dataset: ‘environmental’, ‘environment’, ‘climate’, ‘energy’,
‘polution’,3 ‘pollution’, ‘ecological’, ‘ecology’, ‘carbon diox-
ide’, ‘global warming’, ‘CO2 emission(s)’, ‘green’, ‘natural
resources’, ‘greenhouse’, ‘gas emissions’, ‘gas emission’,

3This is an intentional misspelling as this word appears in some tweets.
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‘biodiversity’, ‘natural disasters’, ‘natural hazards’, ‘acid

rain’, ‘resource shortage’, ‘wildlife’, ‘nature reserves’, ‘habi-

tats’ or containing the hashtag: ‘nature’. Only environmental

tweets that contain any of the keywords (hashtag) were

included. Tweets including some keywords such as ‘Brexit

environment’ or ‘political climate’ or ‘Philip Green’, but not

suggesting topics about the environment were removed; the

rest of the tweets were saved in a separate dataset for further

analysis. There are 112,298 environmental tweets sent by

35,761 users in the dataset (referred to as environmental data

or dataset in the remainder of the book). However, these

tweets accounted for a mere 0.35% of all 31,667,587 tweets

about the referendum. Other topics such as immigration or

the economy received much more attention from users in the

general dataset. For example, the number of tweets mention-

ing the topic of immigration4 (891,843 tweets in the general

dataset) is about eight times the number of the total environ-

mental tweets, while that of the economy5 (2,846,045 tweets)

is even more than twenty-five times greater than environmne-

tal tweets. Such a low proportion of environmental tweets

suggests the marginalisation of the environmental aspects of

the referendum in Twitter communication. The trend over

time of the environmental data can be seen in Figure 1, which

shows the discussions reached a peak on 24 June 2016.

4Tweets contain one of the keywords ‘migration’, ‘immigration’, ‘immi-
grant(s)’, ‘migrant(s)’, ‘refugee(s)’, ‘freedom of movement’, ‘free move-
ment’, ‘right to travel’ and ‘mobility rights’.
5Tweets contain any of the keywords ‘economy’, ‘economic’, ‘pound’,
‘dow jones’, ‘income(s)’, ‘cost(s)’, ‘money’ , ‘currency’, ‘tourist(s)’, ‘credit
(s)’, ‘job(s)’, ‘financial’, ‘finance’, ‘market(s)’, ‘price(s)’, ‘trade(s)’, ‘busi-
ness(es)’, ‘worker(s)’, ‘deal(s)’, ‘economist(s)’, ‘wage(s)’, ‘tax(es)’, ‘shop
(s)’, ‘fishing’, ‘farming’, ‘TTIP’, ‘bank(s)’, ‘investment(s)’, ‘propert(y/ies)’,
and ‘revenue(s)’.
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Figure 1. Daily Trend of Environmental Tweets One Month Before and After the Referendum (x-Axis:
Dates; y-Axis: Number of Tweets).
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The research adopted an innovative methodological

approach to inductively analysing ‘big’ social media data6

(see detailed discussions about our methodological approach

in Chapter 9). Using mixed methods (a detailed discussion of

research methods and procedures can be found in Chapter 9;

see Chapter 6 for a discussion of social network analysis), we

analysed not only the content and networks of social media

discussions but also the role played by key social actors in

these discussions and the social networks formed around

them. In so doing, we aimed to develop a ‘thick’ analysis of

social data, borrowing Geertz’s term (Geertz, 1973), so that

we could gain an in-depth insight into the relationship

between Twitter and environmental politics. Here, a ‘thick’

analysis means that we identified quantitative patterns in

social media data on the one hand, and on the other hand,

qualitatively interpreted the meanings of the patterns and

theorised them through establishing connections between the

patterns and social dynamics about environmental politics in

context.
We achieved the ‘thick’ analysis in our exploration of the

data, using chosen computational applications, which mix

big data applications such as ElasticSearch and Kibana and

desktop applications such as Gephi and SPSS. The major dif-

ference between the two is the former is designed to operate

on a distributed environment such as clusters of multiple

nodes (machines/computers), while the latter is only run on a

single machine/computer and their scalability and computing

6The term ‘big data’ refers to an unprecedentedly large amount of data
that often come from different sources, but which may be interrelated.
This data grows rapidly and are in various formats, as well as being
dynamic and unpredictable (Jin, Wah, Cheng, & Wang, 2015). In this
book, our data is not typical big data. By ‘big’, we merely mean the big
size of the social data in the dataset. Therefore, we used single quotation
mark around big to indicate the difference.
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ability is limited. Therefore, the former is much more scalable
and performs better than the latter; and meanwhile they are
suitable and economic for handling big data. Our endeavour
to inductively analyse ‘big’ data was made possible by our
strategy to narrow ‘big’ social data down to ‘small’7 social
data. Statistically identifying reasoned patterns in ‘big’ social
data together with a close-reading of identified and extracted
‘small’ key data enabled us to gain deep insights into Twitter
communication on this topic and its link to social contexts
and implications for environmental politics. The scale of our
data � 112,298 tweets � and the need to conduct social net-
work analysis of the data made it impossible to adopt merely
conventional ways of doing social science research such as
content analysis. Therefore, we turned to the help of compu-
tational applications so as to quantitatively and statistically
analyse the ‘big’ data. However, we needed to narrow down
the ‘big’ data to a scale so that we were able to handle the
data manually and gain an inductive understanding of the
data; such data should nevertheless be meaningful, i.e. which
is the key data in the environmental dataset that can be fur-
ther developed to tell a significant story and leads to a pro-
found understanding of the ‘big’ data. An inductive
understanding of the meanings of the ‘small’ but meaningful
data helped us interpret the quantitative and statistical pat-
terns identified in computational analysis.

Along with the story being unfolded in our data explor-
ation, we came to understand that the Green Party in the
UK,8 ENGOs such as Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth,

7In the specific context, ‘small’ refers to small facets that are extracted,
derived and reasoned from repository of ‘big’ data. Such facets can pro-
vide meaningful data insights for researchers.
8In the remainder of the book, we use the Green Party to refer to the
Green Party and its branches in the UK, unless we specify where it is
operated.
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their associates, and environmental online media achieved the
most prominence in ‘green’ networks on Twitter. The techno-
logical affordances of Twitter � the interactions between the
infrastructure of Twitter and the users’ use of Twitter �
facilitated these green elite users in gaining discursive capacity
on the platform. However, they did not succeed in winning
the referendum (as suggested by the result), the capacity for
which was partly limited by the state of existing politics and
environmental politics in the UK and partly limited by the
fact that Twitter users may not represent the British electorate
(see the discussion in the conclusion in Chapter 4). That is to
say, even if they had mobilised voters (on Twitter) to vote for
Remain on the basis of green issues, these voters might have
been too few in number; at the same time, there might have
been more voters who cared more about other materialist
issues such as the economy and immigration over the envir-
onment. Established British political parties such as the
Conservative Party, the Labour Party and the Liberal
Democratic Party paid limited attention to environmental
concerns in their tweets about the referendum. Overall, the
marginalised environmental discourses in the related tweets
presented a national perspective and materialist concerns,
which were based on economic grounds and focused on the
role played by the EU in environmental protections and pol-
icies in the UK and even in the world. Pure environmental
concerns, i.e. environmental and ecological dimensions such
as climate change, global warming, the environmental conse-
quences of fracking, and pollution were barely mentioned,
and where they were mentioned, they were only used to sup-
port this focus. In this case, Twitter communication shows
asymmetrical information flow and sparse networks; and it is
geographically bound and has close connections to the British
social context, reflecting the extension of British environmen-
tal politics onto Twitter. These suggest the influence of social
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contexts on, and the importance of, geographical proximity,
in Twitter communication.

The book comprises eight chapters that are divided into
three parts. The first part includes two background chapters.
Chapter 2 contextualises the study through discussions of the
relationship between environmental issues and politics and
between Brexit and the environment. Chapter 3 outlines the
overall media landscape within which Twitter resides and
identifies key debates in the fields of Twitter communication
and environmental communication on Twitter.

The second part has four chapters that address four
aspects of our findings. Chapter 4 depicts environmental dis-
courses in tweets and explains the nature of the environmen-
tal considerations in the discussions about the referendum on
Twitter. Chapter 5 paints a picture of a divided and asym-
metrical space where a fragmented elite club and transient
communities formed, and where the domination of elite
social actors in networks was enabled by the attention given
to them by ordinary Twitter users. Chapter 6 presents a
social network analysis of the environmental data, in which
we examined the attention-based ‘retweeting’ networks
(egonets)9 surrounding key social actors (egos). Chapter 7
discusses the tweeting practices and discursive arguments of
15 categories of the 107 influential social actors identified in
the egonets in the social network analysis discussed in
Chapter 6.

The two chapters in the third part of the book discuss the
insights gained from this study as to the relationship between
social media and environmental politics (Chapter 8), as well
as reflections on social media research and our methodo-
logical approach (Chapter 9).

9An egonet is a ‘network based on a particular individual’, which is an
ego (Scott, 2017: 74 and 84).
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